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Objective

• Examine the economic implications of reporting discretions related to asset holdings

Approach

• Data: Detailed corporate bond holdings of life insurers

• Variations: Across states, bonds, insurers

Result 

• US life insurers over-report the value of corporate bonds to increase regulatory capital

• Drivers: State-level regulation, opaque prices, level of capital 

• Implications: (1) Allocation towards opaque bonds and (2) “Cornering” of small bonds

Plan for Discussion

• Big Picture

• Results on Ex-Post Insurer Behavior

• Results on Ex-Ante Insurer Behavior

Overview



Big Picture



1. Asset Demand

• Insurers: impact of incentives induced by regulation on asset holdings

• Corporate bonds: concentration

2. Financial fragility

• Internal risk models are widely used and important sources of systemic risk

• Most empirical evidence focuses on banks and the riskiness of loans

*3. Demand for liquidity? Demand for illiquidity?

• Demand for liquidity: transaction costs

• Demand for illiquidity: regulatory constraints

Overview & Empirical Setting

Key Regulatory Peculiarity

1. Insurers are forced to revise valuations only when a bond is deemed impaired.

2. When reference prices are not available, insurers are allowed to use internal models.

3. Internal models are not subject to robust government oversight.

Therefore, there might be incentives for insurers to:

• Use internal models rather liberally to take on more risk than is advised (ex-post)

• Select into assets that help them take advantage of this regulation (ex-ante)



1. Prevalence of Internal Models

• ~26.5% of assets are valued using internal models for the largest 20 insurers in 2008.

Main Results



1. Prevalence of Internal Models

2. Credit Spreads

• Spreads of IM and Non-IM bonds diverge during the crisis.

Main Results



1. Prevalence of Internal Models

2. Credit Spreads

3. Misreporting Incentives

• “Misreporting” is more prevalent when revisions are more likely.

Main Results



1. Prevalence of Internal Models

2. Credit Spreads

3. Misreporting Incentives

4. Origins of Persistent Misreporting

• Misreporting varies across states and across bonds

Main Results



1. Prevalence of Internal Models

2. Credit Spreads

3. Misreporting Incentives

4. Origins of Persistent Misreporting

5. Regulatory Incentives and Asset Demand

• Insurers may demand bonds with few holders, opaque prices, and lack benchmarks

Main Results



Results on Ex-Post Insurer Behavior



#1 Heterogeneity in Internal Model Use

Question: Where is this striking heterogeneity in the use of internal models coming from?

Suggestion: Can we see additional versions of this table?

1. Internal models share at the company level

• Is the 13.1% of AIG coming from only a few subsidiaries, or is it evenly spread across 

the entire subsidiaries?

2. Internal models share by # of corporate bonds rather than their par value

• This would be a way to get at how much “effort” each insurer puts in to “misreport”

• Also relevant for later regressions as well



#2 Misreporting vs. Bad Internal Model?

Authors:

• “Insurers with internal models report credit spreads 120bps lower than insurers that use 

external sources to value the same bond during the financial crisis”

• “This is due to systematic under-reporting of spreads when revisions are likely”

• Also in the title: “make-believe” prices

Question: Is it possible that this discrepancy is a feature of the internal models they use?

• Suppose X is an input to an internal model that is correlated with financial crisis (e.g. 

liquidity). Then a drop in X, which happens only during crises, leads to much lower internal 

valuations compared to those in peacetime

• If X differentially impacts the internal valuation of corporate bonds depending on whether 

it’s heavily impaired or not, then the insurer fixed effect and the insurer fixed effect will not 

be able to capture this omitted variable.

Suggestion: Survey life insurers regarding their use of internal models

• I would ask:

• What variables enter the internal models, and how do they enter?

• What goes into their decision to use internal models, even in the presence of external 

prices that are available?

• This exercise will also shed light on why certain insurers never use internal models.



Minor Questions

• For measuring supervision at the state level, why is the total # of financial exams scaled 

by the number of insurers?

• I agree that # of examiners and budget should be scaled (as the authors already do)

• Is there a time-series variation in both the misreporting and supervision? If so, can we 

estimate a panel version of equation (7)?

• How dispersed are the valuations of insurers who obtain prices from external sources?

• Related Q: What prevents an insurer from using prices from another state? 

• How do the results compare to other financial institutions like banks?

• If they do not face a similar incentive, cross-institution comparison may also be 

convincing.



Ex-Ante Insurer Behavior



#1 Ex Ante Asset Selection

Authors:

• Does asset selection respond to incentive problems?

where the sample is split into four periods (pre-, during, immediately after, and post)

• They find that 𝛿2, 𝛿3 > 0 and 𝛿4 ≈ 0

• Note: The estimates are relative to the base period, which is pre-crisis/

Question #1: Why not just add year dummies?

• Current interpretation of result: “persistence after the crisis”

• Looking at year dummies may be more convincing for this particular interpretation.

Question #2: What is 𝐻𝐷𝐼𝑖 capturing?

• = Willingness to exploit reporting discretion in the cross-section

• Equals 1 if it’s in the top 50% of internal models share in 2008 

• Alternate measure 1: # of corporate bonds internally valued / total # of bonds

• Alternate measure 2: same as authors’ but conditional on possibility of impairment

• Potentially useful: Scatterplot of 𝐻𝐷𝐼𝑖 against insurer size

• Would immediately dispel some of the concerns mentioned by the authors



#2 More on Asset Selection

Authors:

• “This paper… understand concentration in the ownership patterns of corporate bonds.”

Question: Why stop here? Why not the entire pattern of corporate bond holdings?

• How important is the regulatory incentive quantitatively for corporate bond holdings?

• How does it compare to the traditional drivers?

• Maturity, Credit Rating, Covenants and seniority, Currency denomination, Callability

Suggestion: Add regulatory incentive to the corporate bonds demand system

• Authors have another paper that estimates corporate bond demand at an institutional level

• Bretscher, Schmid, Sen, and Sharma (2020)

• I see two ways in which the regulatory incentive can be introduced

• One is to add insurer-specific variable that varies over time as a measure of the 

incentive

• The other is to construct a bond-specific variable that captures the tendency to be 

“cornered”  by the insurers (or just opacity in general)



#3 How do issuers respond to “cornering”?

Question: Can this explain the large # of bonds issued by a single company?



Minor Questions

• For “cornering” to work, do you not need to obtain the issuance in its entirety?

• Suppose I acquired all issues of bond X except for 10 issues. Wouldn’t this still make 

the reference prices available?

• In other words, is there a difference in incentive for the insurer to acquire all bonds 

except for 10 vs. all bonds except for 100?

• Minor institutional question: If the bond is held by one insurance company and stays on 

the book for a long time, what “market value” does the insurer report?



Final Thoughts

• Authors study an important question that (1) enhances our understanding of the corporate 

bonds market and (2) potential sources of financial fragility that may be overlooked

• They do a very careful job in documenting the usage of internal models and the extent of 

mispricing across insurers and bond types

• I am not yet convinced (but almost!) that this is indeed misreporting “make-believe” prices 

(as opposed to the use of sub-optimal internal models by the insurance companies).

• Looking into how and why insurers use (or do not use) internal models would be very 

helpful in answering some of the aforementioned questions

• The section on cornering could be extended to address broader implications regarding 

institutional demand for corporate bonds

• Very cool paper that touches on both asset pricing and risk management!

• I learned a lot while reading and kept asking myself, “how did I not know about this?”


